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Introduction, by your virtual chairman 
 

Looking back on all the work done during 2012 I realize what a busy year it actually 

was. 

 

To mention only a few of the events we found ourselves engrossed in: the publication of 

the second enlarged edition of the Dutch version of my book as well as of its English 

translation; the book presentations in Chatham and Dartmouth; the preparation of the 

organization of the Commemoration Service in Rochester Cathedral; the ongoing search 

for descendants of the men who served on the three cruisers.  

 

Also, work on the documentary began with the related interviews and shooting days in 

England. And we set up our Society of course, drafted the first Bulletin, and initiated the 

website. A lot of work perhaps, but nice and really worthwhile, as far as I am concerned.  

 

The current year, 2013, will probably be more of an interval, a preparatory year for the 

Centennial in 2014.  I’m rather happy that September 2014 is still some time away so as 

to allow us enough time to prepare a suitable commemoration. I’m also very pleased 

with the support promised by the British and the Netherlands Royal Navies and by the 

City of The Hague, in relation to that important event.  

 

For the months ahead a number of meetings with the leading partners in the event have 

already been scheduled. We’ll try to establish which ideas are feasible and which aren’t 

and how to choreograph the plans that we will go on with.  The initial talks have been 

promising. During the second half of this year I’m going to take care of the organization 

and the detailed planning of all the aspects of the remembrance. Finally, the first six 

months of 2014 will be dedicated to arrange the many practical details regarding the 

commemoration in September.  

 

Another prime mission is it to try and trace still more descendants.  I’m doing what I can 

in that respect, and I’m really grateful for the much-needed help rendered by our 

supporters in the U.K., in particular by the organization Friends of Medway Archives, 

FOMA, Mrs Tessa Towner and Mrs Amanda Thomas. They’ve indicated to want to put 

forward an account of their efforts in the next edition of this Bulletin. 

 

See you then! 

 

Henk. 
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About this Bulletin 

 

First we’re delighted to welcome our new Society members.  After the publication of the 

previous Bulletin, a number of new names could be added to the lists with relatives of 

the men who served on HMS Aboukir, Cressy and Hogue. 

 

Now we greet as new Society members : 

(HMS Aboukir) Mr Ernest George Haynes, Charles William Hanson, 

(HMS Cressy) Mr John Dear, Mr Thomas Tienney, Mr Joseph John Chidwick,  

(HMS Hogue) Mr Harry Hammond,   

 

and their relatives and family members.  

 

Furthermore,  

 

* our documentary manager Mrs Klaudie Bartelink is planning an update about the    

way they are getting on with the preparation of the documentary, and I will  

* present an account of the actual situation regarding the cruisers,  

* share with you some pictures of monuments,  

* pull out something from my treasure chest, and  

* relay some of the stories that were sent in lately about a few of the men on the 

cruisers.  

 

The idea about the website  www.livebaitsqn-soc.info  is to make this the prime platform 

and source of information with respect to the disaster. In the next few months I’ll make 

an effort to establish an archive file -including photographs- of all the men we have 

information of so far, and publish the relevant data on the site as a permanent token. 

 

Member Mr Bob Bullamore was so kind as to draw our attention to this website: 

 

 http://www.naval-history.net/xDKCas1914-09Sept.htm   

 

Here, one will find not only the casualty list, but also the names of all those 

crewmembers on board the three cruisers who survived. In sum, the entire muster rolls 

of each of the cruisers.  

 

 

Additional information about the cruisers 

 

The wrecks still rest on the bottom of the North Sea about 20 miles off the Dutch coast at 

a depth of about 35 meters. Only HMS Cressy is lying keel-up, the other two are resting in 

what could be called a normal position, with their keels down.  

 

http://www.livebaitsqn-soc.info/
http://www.naval-history.net/xDKCas1914-09Sept.htm
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The derelicts are still regarded as war graves and deserve to be respected as such. 

Nevertheless, the underwater site has developed into a popular diving location, not least 

because of the precious new fauna and flora that came into being in and around the 

wrecks.  The divers are generally known to show great consideration for the sunken 

ships. The same can’t be said, however, of the so-called salvagers whose dismantling 

actions caused a lot of commotion back in 2010, both in Great Britain and The 

Netherlands.  Eventually, their destructive acts were brought to an end, mostly thanks to 

an effective lobby by the British Western Front Association and others, and a successful 

signature campaign in Holland. One day, when the wreck salvagers were putting into 

port in The Netherlands, the authorities were readily waiting for them and their haul 

was  sequestrated.  The Dutch Public Prosecutor then also initiated criminal proceedings 

against them, and all these adverse conditions apparently so deterred the “salvagers” 

that they gave up visiting the wrecks any more.  

 

At the occasion of the 22 September 2012 presentation in Chatham the then Dutch 

Ambassador to London, Mr Pim Waldeck, considered the legal position of the 

shipwrecks: 

 

‘If artefacts of a certain value from military shipwrecks are brought ashore in the 

Netherlands, criminal charges can be filed against the salvage personnel involved. These 

can only be successful if the salvage has been carried out illegally. 

 

But to be successful it must be unequivocally clear that the shipwreck in question is that of 

a State vessel enjoying sovereign immunity and that the flag State confirms its ownership 

of the vessel concerned. In addition, of course, the evidentiary and criminal procedural 

requirements must be met as well, including relating to jurisdiction. 

 

One of the three incidents that I mentioned earlier concerns the British cruisers. In 

investigating the case, the Dutch Public Prosecutor’ s Office is likely to be met by two issues, 

which will take time to be fully understood. 

 

The first is that the ships lay in international waters. 

Maritime war graves do not have a specific legal status under international law but are 

protected by national – and therefore territorially limited – legislation. 

The British cruisers sank outside our territorial waters, so this is a complicating factor. 

 

The second issue is the ownership of the wrecks. 

Warships retain their special status even after sinking, including the complete immunity 

and the exclusive jurisdiction of the flag state. 

However, this applies only if the flag state maintains (and continues to claim) ownership of 

the vessels and maintains their status of warships. 

The British cruisers are obviously, at least de facto, war graves. 
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The question however is whether or not they are still owned and claimed by the UK 

government.  

 

The answer to this question would help to establish the legal status of the wrecks, and 

consequently would hopefully give substance to ways of prosecution of illegal salvage. 

Now there is a reasonable chance, as is also mentioned in “The Live Bait Squadron”, that 

the wrecks were sold in the past by the British government’. 

 

It is quite conceivable that after these words further consideration has been given to 

determine the exact legal status of the cruisers, but so far no relevant information has 

reached us. 

 

In point of fact in 1958 the British authorities allowed a German contractors firm to 

carry out demolition operations on the cruisers. Recently, I approached this firm to try 

and obtain further information on this topic, but unfortunately I got no response at all.  

 

The pictures, kindly placed at our disposal by Mr Dirk Ruis, show some pieces of 

equipment presumably originating from the three cruisers and landed by those 

contractors at Vlaardingen (near Rotterdam) quayside,  

 

 
A ship’s part brought ashore by the contractors 
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A rudderstock from one of the cruisers,  

also hauled by the German contractor firm 

 

 

Information about Klaudie Bartelink’s documentary-in –the-making 

 

       
     Klaudie Bartelink 
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“The production of the documentary is in full progress. The actual underwater filming 

of the wrecks of HMS Aboukir, Cressy and Hogue is scheduled for the months to come: 

due to the actual low North Sea water temperature we’ll have to be patient a little 

longer...  

 

An increasing number of divers –particularly descendants and family members of the 

men who were killed- are coming to Holland in order to dive on the wrecks and have 

a look down there themselves. Currently, we’re bringing the story of the sinking of 

the three cruisers to the attention of broadcasting companies in Holland, Great 

Britain and Germany, asking them to radio or televise this some time during 2014. “ 

 

 

From Henk’s treasure-chest      

 
 

A copy of The Post Office Circular, from The Complete Edition the pages 615-618, dated 

Tuesday, 24 November, 1914. 

 

“Post Office Roll of Honour. 

The Postmaster General has learnt with deep regret that the following Officers of the 

Post Office have lost their lives in the Service of their Country while serving with the 

Naval and Military Forces of His Majesty”. 

 

Follows an alphabetical list with the names of all the men killed in action, names in full, 

Post Office Rank, Office, Regiment or Ship.  No less than 182 names in those pages, 76 of 

them belonging to the cruisers, HMS Aboukir 35, Cressy 28 and Hogue 13.  

As far as I can see the descendants of two out of those 76 fallen crew members are now 

members of our Society, Richard Fennessy, Postman of Battersea Post Office (HMS 

Aboukir), en John Dear, Porter of the Parcel Office, L.P.S.  (HMS Cressy).  

 

This interesting information was given us by The British Postal Museum & Archive, 

notably Mrs Penny McMahon,     penny.mcmahon@postalheritage.org.uk  

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:penny.mcmahon@postalheritage.org.uk
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“New old” stories 

 

In the book I’ve tried to have the narrative get across to the readers by the protagonists 

themselves, by those who were present, as much as possible quoting their own words. In 

view of the great many accounts of the incident I was, however, forced to make a 

selection. In this and future Bulletins we will now also publish those stories that weren’t 

initially singled out to be included in the book. And these stories will of course also be 

placed on our website, so that they won’t be forgotten.  

 

In this Bulletin we’ll publish the stories of:  Dr Gerald Noel Martin and Cdr William 

Sells 

 

In 1965 Corgi Books published  ‘The Great War at Sea’  by A.A. Hoehling,  subtitle ‘The 

dramatic story of Naval warfare 1914 – 1918’.  

 

This quote is from page 58, Chapter Two, ‘Disaster on the Broad Fourteens’,  

 

“Dr Gerald Noel Martin, a temporary surgeon aboard the Cressy, reported the 

experience of many when he described what happened to him in the water. 

‘’As the vessel went over I was washed off by a big wave. Before this I had stripped. I 

saw the Cressy, keel upwards; there were perhaps fifty men clinging to her, and when 

she finally went down I was surprised to find that there was only a little bit of suction. 

Luckily I am a good swimmer, and after I had gone 100 yards I came across a long 

plank to which half a dozen men were clinging. They were men I knew and they asked 

me to share it with them, which I did, with the subject of giving them some directions. I 

told them to hold on with one hand and move their legs about.  

‘’After I had been hanging on to the plank for a quarter of an hour, some of the men 

were giving out and began to sit on the wood, forcing it under the water. Leaving the 

plank, I struck out on my own and swam on for some time till I came across a man who 

beckoned to me. I got to him and found he had a table under one arm and a piece of 

wood under the other. He gave up the table to me. The top was fifteen inches square 

and the legs were very stout. I looked round for something to swim to, and caught sight 

of a fishing smack to the windward. After a long swim I found it was getting nearer 

and nearer, and I began to shout to it. All this time I had been swimming on my own. 

The only human forms I came across were two or three dead bodies – men who were 

bent over the wood or wreckage to which they had clung.  

‘’As I got nearer to the smack I shouted for all I was worth. I would shout, swim a 

hundred yards, and shout again. At last the crew spotted me and sent their small boat, 

which picked me up.’’     
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The story of Commander William Sells (HMS Aboukir) 

  

Why is it that the Dutch descendants of Captain Joop Berkhout (then Master of SS Titan, 

involved in the rescue operation) are still so often thinking of Commander William Sells? 

Here’s the story. 

 

Commander Sells was serving on HMS Aboukir as second in command. He and Mrs Sells 

lived together at 82 High Street in Portsmouth. In Alan Coles’ book “Three Before 

Breakfast” his name appears on a number of pages. Since Commander Sells was one of 

the survivors of the disaster we may assume that the relevant passages are from his own 

pen. The following quotes are all taken from Coles’ book, where the situation on board 

HMS Aboukir is pictured, after she was hit by the first torpedo. 

 

‘Commander William Sells had arrived on the bridge wearing only his trousers. Like 

everyone else aboard he had little idea of what was required of him, but he had been told 

by Drummond [Captain Aboukir] to make sure all the boats were swung out ready for 

lowering. Now he was regretting that a sailing pinnace, two cutters and two whalers had 

been put ashore at Chatham to provide more deckspace’.  

 

Cdr Sells takes in the huge destruction caused by the torpedo and reports to Captain 

Drummond 

 

‘Only one cutter and two of the smaller sea-boats can be launched by hand’.  

‘Drummond was still positive that he could keep the Aboukir afloat. “If we can flood the 

wing compartments we may be able to get her upright.”, he told Sells.’  

But all the steam had gone and as he spoke the ship keeled to port again. Drummond: 

“You’d better get all the men up, then,”’      

 

During the next few minutes Cdr Sells is trying to secure the secret documents that were 

kept on board in steel boxes, 

 

‘These were manhandled over the side by Sells and Lieutenant James Watson. But the 

boxes, which had to be lugged up the steeply slooping deck, did not plunge into the sea, as 

intended. They became entangled in the guard-rails and hung there, damning monuments 

to lack of foresight in an emergency.’ 

‘It was 20 minutes since the torpedo had holed the Aboukir and by now her starboard 

bilges keels were visible, the red lead glistening in the sun. Her starboard propeller stood 

proud of the sea, her four funnels almost parallel to the water. Waves reached Drummond 

and Sells on the bridge. The captain turned to his second in command. “I think she’s going, 

Sells.” “Yes, I think so, sir, “ the commander agreed. And Drummond ordered “Abandon 

ship. Every man for himself.” ‘ 
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Cdr Sells eventually manages to slide down into the sea and was eventually picked up by 

a cutter that came alongside HMS Cressy and ‘Up the ladders from the cutter came the half 

naked bedraggled officers and men from the Aboukir. Among them Sells. The officers were 

taken to the cabins of their opposite numbers for dry clothes.’ 

 

Here, Coles takes a break in describing Sells vicissitudes. We now know what happened 

afterwards. Also HMS Cressy received a hit and went down, and thereafter HMS Hogue.  

 

We meet Cdr Sells again when he is aboard SS Titan, Cpt Joop Berkhout’s ship, ‘In the 

captain’s cabin Commander Sells, the Aboukir’s second in command, was stretched out 

motionless. His eyes flickered as Captain Berkhout forced the lip of a wine bottle to his 

mouth. Sells sat up jerkily, looked around and exclaimed, “that was a long swim”. It was. He 

had been in the sea for three hours.’       

 

A total of 268 men on board SS Flora, and apart from Cdr Sells another 113 on board SS 

Titan, went on their way to Holland. Over 400 on the Coriander and the JGC went back to 

Great Britain. HMS Lucifer subsequently stopped SS Titan and took over 82 men among 

whom Cdr Sells. ‘Left in the Titan were six severely wounded, four with inflammation of 

the lungs and nineteen too exhausted to be moved.’ 

 

Finally Cdr Sells safely arrives home with his wife in Portsmouth. On 3 October 1914 

she, Mrs Augusta Sells, writes the following letter to Cpt Berkhout, 

 

Portsmouth, October 3, 1914. 

 

Dear Captain Berkhout,  

 

I hope you will receive this little gift I am sending safely 

and that it will serve to remind you of the great gratitude I 

feel for your humanity and great kindness you showed to my 

husband after the disaster to his ship the H.M.S. Aboukir. 

I feel sure you will be interested to hear that he is none the 

worse. He is indeed very well and hopes to be soon at sea 

again.  

You will be glad also to hear that the little midshipman saved 

by your ship is quite well and unharmed by his experience. 

Captain Sells sends you his warm remembrances, 

 

Your gratefully  

 

Augusta Sells. 
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Together with Mrs Sally Simpson I’ve been trying to trace descendants of Mr and Mrs 

Sells in and around Portsmouth. Unfortunately, we failed, also because the local 

newspaper was unable to see the good of it and wouldn’t cooperate.  

 

Mrs Sally Simpson is a member of      www.ancestry.co.uk.      and found the Sells family 

on the 1911 census, 

  

Living at 82, High Street Portsmouth 

William Fittesene Sells, age 30 years (1881) born Wokingham, Buckinghamshire 

Lieutenant Royal Navy 

Alice Augusta Sells, age 40 yrs born London 

2 stepdaughters 

William Sells, age 2yrs born Gillingham, Kent 

Olive Sells , age 2 yrs  born Gillingham. 
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The Berkhout family would be very grateful for anyone willing and able to help in trying 

to find any relatives of Cdr and Mrs Sells.  

 

 

About Ernest Alfred Riddle (HMS Cressy) 

 

Ernest’s grandson Jim Riddle was the one who provided me with information about 

Ernest Riddle:       

 

Ernest Alfred Riddle, born on 5 March 1882 at Acton Green in Middlesex, entered 

the Royal Navy on 12 March 1901 as a Stoker 2nd Class, for a 12 year engagement 
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period, Official Number 296897. His occupation prior to joining is stated as 

‘Labourer’.   

 

A personal description on entry into the Royal Navy says: 

Height  5ft 4ins 

Hair  dark brown 

Eyes  blue 

Complexion fair 

Wound marks or scars dots on left arm  

 

He advanced to Stoker 1st Class on 1 July 1906, and Acting Leading Stoker on 23 

August 1908. He served until his continuous service engagement expired on 12 

March 1913 and was discharged. During his service he earned two Good Conduct 

Badges, the first on 11 March 1904 and the second on 10 March 1909. His rank at 

the time of discharge was Leading Stoker.  

 

He then joined the RFR on 29 March 1913 vide Service Number Chatham B/9548. 

 

He re-entered the Royal Navy as a Leading Stoker on 2 August 1914, and died on 

22nd September 1914. Lost in the North Sea. For his service in World War I, he 

earned the 1914/15 Star, Victory and British War Medals, which were received by 

his widow.  

 

Jim sent me a photograph. On the back he wrote: ‘Photo taken earlier in his service whilst 

Stoker 1st Class. Possibly between 9/1906 – 8/1908, whilst serving in HMS Astraea Far East 

commission.  

                                           
   Ernest Alfred Riddle 
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About John Dear (HMS Cressy) 

 

Mrs Kathleen Woodward sent in some nice pictures concerning John Dear, of the British 

Royal Post, who has been mentioned earlier in this Bulletin. The pictures may speak for 

themselves.  
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About Jack Twort (HMS Hogue) 

 

Jack Twort was the Great grandfather of Mrs Sara Bates, from Rochester, who played an 

important role in the Turning The Page Ceremony on 22 September 2012 in Rochester 

Cathedral.  

 

 
Mrs Sara Bates 

 

Jack Twort (170842) Royal Navy, was Chief Stoker aboard HMS Hogue. At the time his 

age was 40. He was the son to Horace and Phyllis Twort, of Tonbridge, Kent. He was the 

husband of Olive W. Twort, of Gillingham. 

And this is him (photo sent by Mrs Sara Bates) 

 

 
Jack Twort 
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About Robert John Ladd (HMS Cressy) 

 

The previous Bulletin contained a contribution regarding Robert Ladd. Robert John Ladd 

was the Great uncle of Mr Meaney’s wife Gill.  

This photograph stems from the collection ‘The Old Photographs Series LOWESTOFT to 

SOUTHWOLD’, Chalford Publishers, Bath, 1994.    

 

Robert John Ladd, Seaman, 3295A, Royal Naval Reserve. Age 26. Son of Mrs E. Ladd, of 3, 

School Green, Southwood, Suffolk. (In the far right in the picture)  

 

 
 

 

About William John Tice 

 

Bulletin-1 relates the story told by Mr John Tice about his grandfather, at the meeting in 

St Georges’ on 22 September 2012.  This is William John (1873-1934). About this picture 

John adds: ‘Photograph probably taken in 1914’. And: ‘He was allowed to keep his 

moustache because he was a reservist!’ 
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            William John Tice  

 

 

About Charles William Hanson (HMS Aboukir) 

 

Mrs Elisabeth Schroeder sent in a marvellous and comprehensive story about her great-

grandfather, Charles William Hanson, a survivor of the Aboukir disaster. The story itself 

will be published In the next Bulletin, but for now we would like our readers to have a 

good look at the accompanying two photographs, shown below, representing HMS 

Aboukir crewmembers. In the first pictures we find Charles himself, seated in the centre. 

In the second photograph Charles is the one seated 2nd from the right, but who knows 

who the other men are? Elisabeth would really like to know and so you’re all invited to 

have a look and if anyone is able to identify one or more of the others, let them please 

come forward!   

               
     Charles William Hanson 
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       Charles 

 

 

Memorials 

 

Thanks to our Members we’re able to add some more Memorials to our collection!  

 

First, a wonderful stained glass window from Hook Church, Hampshire, in memory of  

Midshipman Frank George Matthews, age 16. Son to Brig. Gen. F.B. Matthews, C.B., D.S.O., 

and Mrs Edith M.W. Matthews, of Old Raven House, Hook.  
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Sent in by Mrs Kathleen Woodward, granddaughter of John Dear of British Royal Post, 

(Leading Stoker on HMS Cressy). Also the second contribution is by Mrs Woodward, viz. 

a photograph of the Mount Pleasant memorial.  

 

          
Mount Pleasant with John Dear 

 

Mrs Alice Barrigan sent us a photograph of the commemorative plaque for Midshipman 

Duncan Stubbs.  It’s from St. Cuthberts Church, Ormesby near Middlesbrough.   
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I’m adding a picture of the plaque of Midshipsman Herbert Lawson Riley, in the 

Britannia Royal Naval College in Dartmouth.  

 

 
 

Thirteen midshipmen, young boys, perished in the disaster.  There is a Memorial for only 

three of them on our site.  I think we should try and find or create a memorial for each of 

them and we’re counting on our members and readers.  

 

 

 

 


